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Abstract

Deterrence is a concept much more ancient than the Cold War and far broader than mutual assured destruction – MAD – which came to characterize the standoff between the United States and the Soviet Union. The requirements of deterrence will vary, however, excellent knowledge and intelligence about the opponent will always be necessary. Deterrent calculations must take into account not only the cultural context and decision making procedures of the other side, but also multiple personalities, agendas, relationships and group dynamics. Consequently, psychological profiling from afar has become a mainstay of intelligence analysis. Developing computer technology, including the boom in mobile devices, can help gather information, process and analyze it and deliver messages to target audiences. For the first time, someone with the right tools can reach into the office, car, medical facility, bedroom, and even bathroom to collect information and deliver targeted messages back to the same. Gathered and analyzed properly, such information could be a real boon to extending influence, including deterrence. Of course, this raises a plethora of legal and ethical issues that must be seriously examined. Nonetheless, the technology is out there.
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We are at one of those moments in the course of human events when a number of bounding technologies are coming together – computers and computing, including mobile computing, neuroscience, biometrics and sensors. When I say computers and computing, I mean the computational capabilities of the machines, the computations that make the machines useful as well as advances in networking such as increasing available bandwidth and decreasing bandwidth requirements. In addition, since the end of the Cold War, there have been heartening developments in analysis of the concept of deterrence.

Deterrence, I suspect, is at least a million years old. When, for the first time, a primitive human raised a club toward another but did not use it, he made a deterrent calculation that was at once simple and complex: “I would not want my skull bashed in with this thing and my guess is that you would not want that either.” He could see in his opponent’s reaction whether deterrence was working. There was no effete analysis. He had the capability and demonstrated will and he was thoroughly prepared for deterrence to fail. If, for whatever reason, his opponent persisted, he would use the club to bash his brains out. And anyone within earshot would take heed. Modern analysts take notice.

It probably went something quite like that, although we have no evidence of it. However, we do begin to have written records of deterrence, successful and unsuccessful, with Thucydides, 2,400 years ago. By the time of the
Peloponnesian War, however, culture had become quite complex and Thucydides records discussions reminiscent of our own time – assumptions about what would and would not work; signals understood and misunderstood. In the Battle of Corcyra, for example, the Athenians wanted to deter Corinthian aggression against their ally, Corcyra, without a fight. Accordingly, they sent a token fleet and chose as one of its commanders a man with family ties to Sparta. But the Corinthians, Sparta’s allies, could not have known whether there were more Athenian warships in the next bay, and if anyone noted the heritage of the Athenian commander, there is no extant record of it. A war that changed the Greek world forever ensued (1,2).

Deterrence is a concept much more ancient than the Cold War and far broader than mutual assured destruction – MAD – which came to characterize the standoff between the United States and the Soviet Union. Regrettably, more than two decades after the end of the Cold War, much discussion about deterrence still revolves around MAD. Here is one personal example. I was recently asked to write a chapter about the prospects for cyber deterrence. After a brief introduction that cited Thucydides and Livy, I wrote, “Could Cold War-style mutual assured destruction – MAD – work against cyber weapons? In a word, no.” (2) The remainder of the chapter raised what I thought were quite clever considerations about the concept of deterrence as it may or may not apply to cyber conflict. Consequently, I recommended a change in chapter title. But the original tag persisted into print: “Cold War Paradigms: Does MAD Work with Cyber Weapons?” (2)

Our fixation with Cold War deterrence is altogether unwarranted. The Cold War occupied just over four decades of human history. Moreover, MAD was unsophisticated and mostly wrong. The American concept of nuclear deterrence, which developed into MAD, stemmed from economics and game theory, with little regard to Soviet thinking. There was scant perceived need to dwell on what anybody thought in Russia. Thomas Schelling, the intellectual father of Cold War deterrence explained, “You can sit in your armchair and try to predict how people will behave by asking how you would behave if you had your wits about you. You get, free of charge, a lot of vicarious, empirical behavior.” (3)

This sort of thing was turned into policy. As Fred Kaplan explains, “McNamara’s Whiz Kids calculated that the Soviets would be sufficiently deterred if we could kill 30% of their population and destroy half their industrial capacity (4). Such reasoning was not only a priori; it was deduced from only half of the relevant information.

One of the earliest criticisms of this approach came from Graham Allison’s analysis of the Cuban Missile Crisis or, more precisely, analysis of the American decision-making process during that incident. The lone rational actor sitting in an armchair did not fit with Allison’s observations. Consequently, he offered two more models that he called “organizational process” and “governmental politics” (5).

Although we say colloquially things like, “France decided” or “Washington believes”, nations and cities do not decide or believe anything. Such phrases are shorthand for the action of some group of decision-makers in each polity. Who they are and how they operate varies from country to country, organization to organization and time to time. Not only will decision-making in the United States differ from decision-making in Pakistan or in al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, it will vary from administration to administration, especially on major issues.

In complex modern democracies at least, it is unlikely that a decision will be made entirely by one person. Although the legal authority to decide may reside with one person, that person is likely to be surrounded by other senior officials and advisers, formal or informal, as important decisions are made. That means that deterrent calculations must take into account not only the cultural and procedural contexts of the other side, but also multiple personalities, agendas, relationships and group dynamics. Outside the decision-making room, diplomatic cables zip around the globe, the 24-hour news cycle grinds on and politicians proclaim and posture. In this light, Allison’s two new models made a lot of sense.

With the end of the Cold War, Americans began paying attention to a much broader array of situations than they had since World War II. Furthermore, American scholars gained access to some Soviet archives (6,7). They found out that we had deluded ourselves with MAD. In reality, the Soviets had viewed unacceptable damage very differently than we. Under certain circumstances, they had been prepared to ride out a nuclear war, believing that victory was possible (6,7). By the way, it also turned out that Nikita Khrushchev, Soviet Premier during the Cuban Missile Crisis, did not run a decision-making process similar to that of US President John F. Kennedy. Apparently, he pretty much sat alone in his room, minding his own counsel and issuing orders (6,7).
How the other side makes decisions is important for deterrence. Are we trying to affect the behavior of an individual, a small group or a large group? Are there members of the group who hold sway over the group or part of it? What the other side thinks and holds valuable also matters. The other side believing that losing 30% of the population could be acceptable presents a very different deterrence challenge than it believing unequivocally that this would be unacceptable. To return to our primitive human, a foe who actually wants his head bashed in is very different from one who would prefer to avoid that fate. Perhaps martyrdom-seeking jihadis have finally convinced western thinkers that Schelling’s armchair approach to deterrence just will not work.

Keith B. Payne underscores the importance of even whacky personal idiosyncrasies. In the 1983 Beirut barracks bombings, 241 American and 58 French military personnel were killed by two truck bombs. Nearby Italian participants in the same mission were spared (8). Syrian Defense Minister Mustafa Tlas explained that he had instructed Lebanese insurgents to spare the Italians because of his love for actress Gina Lollobrigida (7). To update the idea — imagine if we were to find out that Kim Jong-un is obsessively downloading Miley Cyrus videos!

In a step toward operationalizing what should have been common sense observations, Payne developed a framework for analyzing, to the extent possible from afar, how an opponent makes decisions and what things that culture values (7). Excellent knowledge and intelligence are requirements of deterrence. No matter how determined we demonstrate ourselves to be and how awesome our threats, there is no substitute for knowing the mind of the opponent or opponents.

In the old days – meaning the pre-Internet era – under the best of circumstances, intelligence analysts kept files of every shred of information they could gather on anyone who might someday matter – newspaper clippings, conference speeches, photographs and reports from encounters with counterparts, diplomats or business people. The resulting profiles were fragmented, often based on single encounters with untrained observers.

Psychological profiling from afar, arguably more an art than a science, became a mainstay of intelligence analysis during the Cold War and beyond. Detractors said that accurate diagnoses were impossible with shreds of information and without direct contact with the subject. None-theless, American decision-makers were as informed as possible about foreign leaders and prepared to encounter their psychological traits. Though less than ideal, this was better than being unprepared or, worse, mirror-imaging about the motivations of foreign leaders, particularly the nasty ones.

Psychologist and journalist Daniel Goleman illustrated the tension between the ideal and the possible in a 1991 New York Times article, written just as Operation Desert Storm got underway. Jerrold Post, a George Washington University psychiatry and political science professor and former chief profiler for the CIA, labeled Iraqi President Saddam Hussein a malignant narcissist in open Senate testimony (9). This naturally sparked a debate over the value psychological profiles drawn from afar. Otto Kernberg, a Cornell psychiatry professor who had pioneered the diagnosis of malignant narcissism, said that he could not attribute it to Saddam because he did not know enough about him (9). Robert Jervis, an international relations professor at Cornell chimed in, “Psychoanalyzing someone from a different culture from a distance is very hard.” (9)

Post, Goleman wrote, “Drew on a wide variety of sources, ranging from the half dozen biographies of Mr. Hussein and his speeches, to interviews with people who have had personal dealings with him.” (9) That was what was available in 1991. Today, however, computers can revolutionize the concept of psychological profiling from afar, which could be a boon to effective deterrence. Post and his successors could now have access to more data than they could have dreamed possible just two decades ago; in some respects, more data than face-to-face interviews might have revealed.

Developing computer technology, including the boom in mobile devices, can help gather information, process and analyze it and deliver messages to target audiences. There is a lot more data to process but there is also so much more capability to process it. Most important, for the first time, someone with the right tools can reach into the office, car, medical facility, bedroom, perhaps bedrooms, and even bathroom to collect information and deliver targeted messages back to the same. A look at what is going on in online commerce affords a good glimpse of the rapidly developing future.

What I am about to say raises many legal and ethical issues that must be examined and I am not here advocating any
course of action, certainly not without full consideration of matters legal and ethical. However, if maximizing the effectiveness of a deterrent strategy depends on knowing as much as possible about the individual or group to be influenced, these technologies are becoming available.

Let us begin with two facts. First, there are about two and a half billion people connected to the Internet. Just about anyone of interest in considerations of deterrence is connected. Second, there are about seven billion mobile computing devices in the world (10,11). Meanwhile, cookies – little text files that reside on your browser to log your website visits and even your website interactions – are on their way out. They don’t work on mobile devices, they are succumbing to “do not track” features offered on many browsers and they are being supplanted by proprietary replacements such as iOS AdID and VendorID (12,13).

However, cookies are the mainstay of E-commerce. Their impending demise has not diminished businesses’ appetites for hypertargeted advertising; it set them on a search for new, better tools. This has led to the development of behavioral tracking, mobile signatures and device matching. The objective of device matching is to determine that the same user is associated with, say, a PC, a tablet and a smartphone. One company, Drawbridge, “…uses an algorithm to determine whether a user on a mobile device and a PC is the same person based on information such as location, IP addresses and browser type” (14). Drawbridge, according to its founder, has already matched more than 500 million users across devices. Its accuracy rate is between 60% and 90% (14). The business application is clear. If a user checks out flights to Rome on an iPad in the morning, he or she could receive targeted advertisements about travel to Rome on a PC or smartphone throughout the day.

Of course, the business of business is to sell. In general, business does not want legal issues or bad press, so its interest in tracking – it even does not like this word – is directed at information that is useful for selling products or services. So, an online targeting specialist may be able to tell you that an unnamed individual lives in a particular area, works in another, is associated with four devices, that he or she appears to fit a certain demographic category, is concerned about high blood pressure and is interested in flights to Rome. Companies marketing these technologies steer clear of trying to identify a particular user (14,15). That is already a lot, and the typical advertiser has little interest in pushing his or her curiosity farther. The objective is to target advertising – Rome hotels or a new blood pressure medicine, for example – not to pry into every psychological detail.

Furthermore, businesses must consider return on investment. Hypertargeted advertising is an investment, not an intellectual puzzle for computer scientists. Do you need to know that a potential customer is at this moment in a particular grocery store? Or would it have sufficed to know that over the last few days, he or she has been Googling carpet stain removers? Does the increment in the cost of additional information result in a greater increment in sales revenue? Or, to take the example of device matching presented above, how much is it worth to raise the accuracy rates of 60% to 90% or the 90% to as close to 100% as possible? All that is at stake is that the nth customer interested in carpet cleaner may fail to view a targeted advertisement and a person with hardwood floors may see it and ignore it. The overall objective of the advertiser may well be met at the lower cost.

A relevant case in the news is the recent announcement by Ken Rudin, chief of analytics at Facebook, that the social media giant will track users’ cursor movements (16). If successful – and that means not only tracking the cursor movements, but storing and exploiting all that data – Facebook might be able to tell an advertising executive, for example, that a user hovers over certain kinds of advertisements but never clicks (17). A computer scientist may seize upon the challenge for its own sake, but the ad executive will want to calculate return on investment.

Some techniques will pan out and others not. However, the bottom line is that business is driving computers and computing toward gathering, analyzing and exploiting even more social data. Sullivan McIntyre, an executive with Salesforce, a company that bills itself as “the leading social media marketing suite,” concludes, “It becomes increasingly possible to make guesses about future behavior.” (18)

However, what if the tracker is not a Rome hotelier or a cleaning solvent manufacturer but a hostile individual, organization or nation-state, unconcerned with lawsuits, bad press or, at least to a point, return on investment? Now, to the commercial tracking techniques, add spyware like Flame or Georbot. With the right tools, a tracker could read E Mails, take screen shots, turn on the target computers’ cameras and microphones, check for other hosts on the target networks and make a diagram of the
target’s social and business networks (19,20). He or she can observe intimate details of family life, personal habits, social connections, licit or illicit, medical and financial records and more.

To achieve some of this, one might need some fairly advanced spyware like Flame, which was likely developed by a well-resourced nation-state (21). However, the advent of Georbot – apparently sponsored by Russia but run by a known hacker – probably indicates that the price of entry for such spyware is already falling (22). Furthermore, today, anyone can download an application that will assemble and display a target’s associations and contacts. According to its website, “Maltego is a program that can be used to determine the relationships and real world links between people, groups of people (social networks), companies, organizations, web sites and Internet infrastructure.”(23) Enter, for example, an Internet Protocol address, and in a matter of minutes, Maltego will create a diagram of all associations with that address.

Finally, let us add advances in sensors and biometrics. With its usual fanfare, Apple a few weeks ago introduced its latest smartphone, the I-Phone 5S, which features a fingerprint identity sensor. Instead of entering a four digit PIN to access your I-Phone, with the 5S, you can simply place your finger on the screen. Frankly, that is nothing. Today, you can use your smartphone to measure and record vital signs like heartbeat, blood pressure or glucose levels.

Access the Apple I-Tunes App Store and check out, for example, an application called Blood Pressure Manager. “Have you ever wanted to have a single app to track all of your health and medical readings,” the app’s promotional statement asks? You can even upload all your medications to monitor how your vital signs react to them. Diabetes App affords another example. With this app, you can record your daily food and liquid intake, glucose levels, injections, medications, exercise and much more. The app even creates charts out of all this data so that the user can observe trends.

Or, consider Scanadu. “Send your smartphone to med school…” proclaims its website. Scanadu is “A scanner packed with sensors that enables anyone to conduct sophisticated physical exams – in a snap.” (24) The Scanadu Scout is already on the market. Just touch its sensor to your temple and in seconds it will measure heart rate, body temperature, oximetry, respiratory rate, blood pressure and electrocardiography – all displayed on your smartphone. Coming soon is Scanaflo, which will, again according to its website, “Test for levels of glucose, protein, leukocytes, nitrates, blood, bilirubin, urobilinogen, specific gravity, and pH in urine.”(25) It will also test for pregnancy. This company has realized the “tricorder,” popularized in the television and film series Star Trek (25).

A final example is the controversial 23andMe DNA analysis service (26). Until recently discontinued by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the company had offered a $99 “Spit Kit.” Spit, seal and send, and your profile for 240 health conditions and traits would appear on your own personal webpage. 23andMe provided so much data that one reviewer remarked, “I still haven’t had the chance to read even half of it” (27). Such medical information, provided by a commercial direct-to-consumer source, also incurs a host of problems. 23andMe’s failure to address these issues despite repeated FDA warnings ultimately led to the sanctions (28).

To a person suffering from high blood pressure or diabetes, someone who lost a parent prematurely to a congenital condition or to an anxious parent, these apps are useful tools, maybe even lifesavers. However, potential risks are not limited to the medical and ethical realm. Additionally, such databases provide fountains of personal information. If a tracker could hack into the mobile device on which these apps are used or the server on which the app company stores this data, or intercept the communications between them, he or she could harvest a wealth of medical data. An intrusion into a doctor’s office or hospital network would complete the picture.

Let me conclude by offering a hypothetical profile that could today be developed on a person of interest. Country X and Country Y have been at loggerheads for years, the underlying geopolitical rivalry exacerbated by Country Y’s activities in a field that Country X regards as particularly menacing. General Z is an important figure in Country Y’s government, known to be part of the Leader’s inner circle. On the surface, Z appears to be a normal product of his culture and loyal to the Leader. However, we now know the following. Z’s relations at home appear to be cordial but not warm. He and his wife have separate bedrooms. In addition to his wife, he has a 13 year-old daughter and a 16 year-old son. The girl often laments her lack of privacy, the boy shows signs of some kind of substance abuse. Z frequently arrives home after
midnight but seldom stays at the presidential palace after seven. Z has high blood pressure and a worsening case of type II diabetes. His contacts to his doctor have been increasing. Every morning, he surfs western press sites, but only on one iPad, usually at a café where he stops on the way to work. Most of his routine contacts appear to be normal for someone in his government position and social status, except for two. One frequent contact is one of his university professors who is known to harbor somewhat dissident views. Another is an unknown person with whom he exchanges cryptic but frequent SMS messages. Both these people are contacted only on a second, personal smartphone. Z is an infrequent Facebook user, however, he does appear to have friended a number of Italians whom he met while on a one year graduate program in Rome years ago. Each year, his wife takes the children on holiday without him. Given his position, this may be because he is too busy to vacation, however, for the last two years, he has flown to Dubai for a week while the family was on vacation. Lately, he has been investigating flights to Rome. He always opts for the one-stop option although there are direct flights available. He enters 2 adults and 0 children in the dialog box. He has also visited the websites of several medical facilities in or near Rome.

Of course, this hypothetical profile is an ideal. In espionage, as in war, some degree of fog is inevitable. Building such a profile would require a high success rate on a high priority target with sophisticated resources. Nonetheless, there is nothing in the preceding paragraph that is beyond the reach of current technology. I shall leave it to the neuroscientists and psychologists to ponder what one could do with such a profile.

Suffice it to say that gathering this kind of information could bring a target as close – or, in some aspects, even closer – than a patient in a psychologist’s office. Gathered and analyzed properly, such information could be a real boon to extending influence, including deterrence.

Of course, to repeat what was said at the outset, this raises a plethora of legal and ethical issues that must be seriously examined. What kind of data may US agencies legally gather? Is it legal to collect only against foreigners, or can American citizens be targeted under certain circumstances? What kind of data can be collected on foreign leaders, and who is a foreign leader? These are just some of the legal and ethical issues that arise. Whatever answers emerge, the technology is out there and it is becoming more capable day-by-day.
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